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Getting work to the right resource

Don’t get left behind by AI revolution
Law firms must adopt artificial intelligence
technology and adapt services rather than
letting rivals eat into their profits
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rom checking leases at the
Land Registry to sorting
through millions of documents for disclosure during
litigation, artificial intelligence or
AI is speeding up some of the most
repetitive legal tasks.
Much of this work has historically been the bread and butter of
lawyers who have charged by the
hour for such services. But lawtech startups and legal services
providers offering AI are poised
to take over many of these tasks,
depriving established law firms of
a large slice of their revenues.
Critics wonder whether law
firms are prepared for the coming
changes. Given the transformation
that automation requires, who in the
sector is ready for the AI revolution?
“The middle market is the danger zone,” says Matt Meyer, chief
executive of law firm Taylor
Vinters and chairman of lawtech
startup ThoughtRiver. Mid-sized
law firms lack the resources of
the biggest firms to invest heavily in AI technology while their
management structures are too
cumbersome to allow the creation of interesting collaborations, incubations and investments with startups.
“Those law firms have an acceptable level of profitability which
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means they don’t have to innovate; they aren’t really concerned
about using tech to preserve profitability. They have long-term,
sticky relationships with clients
that produce repeat business,”
adds Mr Meyer.
But Duncan Eadie, IT director at
Foot Anstey, a regional law firm,
says: “This is more about management, risk and matching cultures
than it is about size. Many mid-tier
firms have that in abundance.”
Mr Eadie says clients are driving the shift to AI as they look for
innovative firms that offer value
for money, transparency and tech
solutions. “We will certainly see
more disruption in the sector as
we go forward, but forward-thinking firms, no matter what size,
will already be considering this as
an opportunity,” he says.
Emily Foges, chief executive of
Luminance, an AI platform for
the legal industry, says that until
recently some of the biggest law
firms thought they didn’t need
to worry about the cost-savings
offered by AI because their huge
clients weren’t price sensitive.
However, over recent months,
even these firms have started to
realise that clients are starting
to demand lower costs. “Yes, the
legal profession is ready for AI.
Though whether everybody has
realised that is another matter,”
says Ms Foges.

Law firms’ stance on legal AI tools
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Within six months BigHand Now can generate significant return on investment by ensuring
work is done by the right person at the right time

3) From August to October, the
introduction of BigHand Now to all
teams means work can now be routed
automatically to the best resource
4) Following a full roll-out of BigHand
Now, seen in November to January,
lower-value work is now being done
by the right resource at a lower cost,
with no impact on customer service
and management have data to improve
this further

BigHand client

Uncover your
operational blindspot
Depending on who you ask, the era of super profits has either
already finished or the end is on the horizon. Either way, the future
looks different, says James Kippenberger
Kippenberger, managing director of
commercial product management and UK client delivery at BigHand

B
“Firms who say ‘we charge by
the billable hour so the more
time we spend on an activity,
the more value is associated
with it’ are starting to realise that what their clients want
from them is time spent thinking and analysing negotiation
points, not trawling through
repetitive documentations.”
Some believe that the partnership structure of law firms acts as a
break on innovation. It slows down
progress as all partners need to
agree on new moves. Meanwhile,
as they all take their share of the
profits, this can leave law firms
lacking the funds for investment.
Chris DeConti, executive vice
president of global solutions at
Axiom, an alternative legal services provider, warns: “Structural
limitations like the partnership
structure,
limited
investment
capacity and over-reliance on lawyers rather than technologists,
analysts or data scientists will
impede the effective adoption of
AI by law firms.”
But AI, indeed any innovation,
should deliver more than sim-

Forward-thinking
ﬁrms, no matter what
size, will already be
considering this as
an opportunity
ply cost-reductions. It also needs
to add value to the legal process.
Mr DeConti says AI can streamline legal work, which reduces
cost. But the more interesting
potential is for AI to be used to
derive insights from contracts and
other legal documents that can be
applied to the business. “These
insights can save money or generate revenues that dwarf the savings represented by reducing legal
costs,” he says.
A substantial proportion of law
firms’ work will be automated,
taking away a proportion of revenues. An AI can churn through
hundreds of leases during the

acquisition of a shopping centre,
for example, and quickly find any
relevant clauses that matter to
a client. It would take a team of
lawyers days to sort through the
leases manually and extract the
important information or to analyse documents to see if they need
to be disclosed during litigation.
If law fi rms are simply charging
by the hour – some even charge
by six-minute units – they stand
to lose significant revenues from
the AI revolution. Nick West, chief
technology officer at Mishcon de
Reya, says: “The value in litigation,
what you pay for, is the litigation
strategy, understanding how we
are going to win this case that is a
matter of really mastering the facts
of the case and understanding what
is going on, and moving the chess
pieces accordingly.”
The law firms that are ready for
the shift will be the ones with a culture of innovation. That includes
finding new ways to charge for the
value their services add, given that
the time-based charging model
will be turned upside down by
superfast AI technology.

usiness clients, themselves
under financial pressure, are
slashing fees and bringing more
work in house. New competitors in various guises are nibbling at
the edges. There is constant downward
price pressure and this is hitting profits
across the legal industry.
To protect margins, law firms need
to become more cost conscious.
While they have always focused on the
fee-earners who carry out legal work,
they have invariably paid less attention
to the activities of support staff. They
are now turning the spotlight on staff
such as legal PAs and team assistants to
make sure they are doing the right work
and operating as efficiently as possible.
Progressive law firms understand
the incremental gains they can reap by
modernising their back-office operations. They are using new tools that
help them assign tasks in the most economically efficient way, without damaging client service.
This is only one part of the solution,
however. Creating processes that
delegate work effectively requires
a deep understanding of the workflow and it requires a significant focus
on adoption.
A key element of analysing the flow
of work is to find ways of making best
use of the specialised skills and knowledge among support staff. You don’t
want expensive legal PAs doing photocopying or archiving when a lower-cost team assistant is perfectly, if
not more, capable. Customers will not
pay for low-value tasks, so law firms
need to spend as little as possible getting them done. The secret is to have a

system that allocates the right tasks to
the most appropriate back-office staff.
The first step to achieving this is to
get an accurate picture of the support
skills available and how they are being
used. Getting this information is difficult, but critical. It should now be a top
priority for law firms of all sizes that
want to compete effectively.

Streamlining
business services
starts with visibility
Secretarial services managers often
manually put together a weekly or
monthly spreadsheet for board meetings, roughly outlining the work of
support staff. Law firms lack accurate
data on support staff effectiveness so
this area has been managed blind. Law
firms need to gain greater insights into
the way support staff operate to help
them understand where improvements can be made.
One common mistake is that law firms
invest in a variety of workflow solutions.
While these offer pockets of success,
they tend to be expensive and complex.
They often struggle to function ubiquitously across the business. The theory is
great, but the practicality is tough.
Having developed considerable
experience in observing the workflow processes of law firms over the

past decade, BigHand has leveraged
this knowledge to create a task-delegation system that allows a law firm to
organise, disseminate, track, monitor
and report on the firm’s entire support
staff workload. The system allocates
work to the people who are best placed
to do it or can do it at the lowest cost.
In contrast to heavyweight workflow
solutions used by some big law firms,
our software is off the shelf, easy to
configure and can be deployed rapidly.
Law firms can readily adapt it to how
they work and, critically, it is quickly
adopted by fee earners. Our consultants go into the firm and install, implement and train staff on how to use the
system, but once it is up and running,
the firm manages it themselves. It is
not onerous for IT and does not require
third-party involvement.
For the first time, BigHand Now gives
law firms a lens into the operational
side of their legal services work. This
allows them to make sensible and
informed decisions about support
ratios, team structures, competencies
and office space. It provides a tool to
help them proactively transform the
way the firm operates. This will be crucial to halting the underlying attrition
on profit while still delivering superb
customer service.
James Kippenberger will be hosting
a webinar to discuss this topic further
on Thursday February 15 at 1pm.
www.bighand.com/raconteur-report

